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LAGRANGIAN-TYPE SUBMANIFOLDS OF Spin(7) MANIFOLDS
AND THEIR DEFORMATIONS
REBECCA GLOVER AND SEMA SALUR
Abstract. In an earlier paper [8] we showed that the space of deformations
of a smooth, compact, orientable Harvey-Lawson submanifold HL in a G2
manifold M can be identified with the direct sum of the space of smooth
functions and closed 2-forms on HL. In [8], we also introduced a new class of
Lagrangian-type 4-dimensional submanifolds inside G2 manifolds, called them
RS submanifolds, and proved that the space of deformations of a smooth,
compact, orientable RS submanifold in a G2 manifoldM can be identified with
closed 3-forms on RS. In this short note, we define a new class of Lagrangian-
type 4-dimensional submanifolds inside Spin(7) manifolds, which we call L-
submanifolds. We show that the space of deformations of a smooth, compact,
orientable L-submanifold in a Spin(7) manifold N can be identified with the
space of closed 3-forms on L.
1. Introduction
The study of Lagrangian submanifolds is an important topic in the field of sym-
plectic geometry. Lagrangian submanifolds reveal information about Hamiltonian
mechanics, symplectic rigidity, and local invariants of symplectic manifolds. Fur-
ther, the moduli spaces of Lagrangian submanifolds have been extensively used to
attempt to solve Kontsevich’s Mirror Symmetry Conjecture. One may ask if similar
objects exist in other geometric settings.
In this paper, we consider the exceptional geometry of Spin(7) manifolds and
define Lagrangian-type structures in this geometric setting. Let (N,Ψ) be a Spin(7)
manifold. We define an L-submanifold to be a 4-dimensional submanifold of N
such that Ψ|L = 0. Note that this is analogous to the condition for a submanifold
of a symplectic manifold to be Lagrangian. Here, we discuss properties of these
objects and prove that the deformation space of L-submanifolds is unobstructed
and infinite-dimensional. In particular, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose N is a Spin(7) manifold such that T (N) admits a non-
vanishing 3-frame field. The space of infinitesimal deformations of a smooth, com-
pact, orientable 4-dimensional L-submanifold of N within the class of L-submanifolds
is infinite-dimensional. The deformation space can be identified with closed differ-
ential 3-forms on L.
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2. Deformations of L-submanifolds
Before discussing infinitesimal deformations of L-submanifolds, we’ll first review
some basic definitions of Spin(7) manifolds. For more details, we refer the reader
to [9].
Definition 2.1. An 8-dimensional Riemannian manifold (N,Ψ) is called a Spin(7)
manifold if the holonomy group of its metric connection lies in Spin(7) ⊂ GL(8).
Equivalently, a Spin(7) manifold is an 8-dimensional Riemannian manifold with
a triple cross product × on its tangent bundle, and a closed 4-form Ψ ∈ Ω4(N)
with
Ψ(u, v, w, z) = 〈u× v × w, z〉.
Definition 2.2. A 4-dimensional submanifold X of a Spin(7) manifold (N,Ψ) is
called Cayley if Ψ|X ≡ vol(X).
Analogous to the G2 case, we introduce a tangent bundle-valued 3-form, which
is simply the triple cross product of N .
Definition 2.3. Let (N,Ψ) be a Spin(7) manifold. Then Υ ∈ Ω3(N, TN) is the
tangent bundle-valued 3-form defined by the identity:
〈τ(u, v, w), z〉 = Ψ(u, v, w, z) = 〈u× v × w, z〉.
Definition 2.4. A submanifold L ⊂ N is called an L-submanifold if Ψ|L = 0.
Remark 2.5. Let (N,ω,Ω) be a complex 4-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifold with
Ka¨hler form ω and a nonvanishing holomorphic (4,0)-form Ω. In this particular case,
N has a Spin(7) structure given as Ψ = ReΩ + 12ω ∧ ω. Using these structures, it
is easy to show that all special Lagrangian submanifolds of N (with phase θ = pi2 )
will be also L-submanifolds of N .
Remark 2.6. Spin(7) manifolds can also be constructed from G2 manifolds. Let
(M,ϕ) be a G2 manifold with a 3-form ϕ, then M × S
1 (or M × R) has holonomy
group G2 ⊂ Spin(7), hence is a Spin(7) manifold. In this case Ψ = ϕ ∧ dt + ∗7ϕ,
where ∗7 is the Hodge star operator of M
7. This implies that all objects of the
form HL×R, where HL are Harvey-Lawson submanifolds of M (see [1], [8]), are
L-submanifolds of M × R.
We now form an analogous construction for Spin(7) manifolds as we did for
G2 manifolds [1]. Let (N,Ψ) be a Spin(7) manifold. In this paper, we’ll only
consider Spin(7) manifolds N such that T (N) admits a nonvanishing 3-frame field
Λ = 〈u, v, w〉. Under this assumption, we can decompose T (N) = K ⊕ D, where
K = 〈u, v, w, u × v × w〉 is the bundle of Cayley 4-planes (where Ψ restricts to
be 1) and D is the complementary subbundle (note that this is also a bundle of
Cayley 4-planes since the form Ψ is self dual). On a chart in N let e1, ...e8 be an
orthonormal frame and e1, ..., e8 be the dual coframe. Then the calibration 4-form
is given as (c.f. [9])
(1)
Ψ = e1234 + (e12 − e34) ∧ (e56 − e78)
+ (e13 + e24) ∧ (e57 + e68)
+ (e14 − e23) ∧ (e58 − e67) + e5678,
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which is a self dual 4-form, and the corresponding tangent bundle-valued 3-form is
τ = (e234 + e256 − e278 + e357 + e368 + e458 − e467)e1
+ (−e134 − e156 + e178 + e457 + e468 − e358 + e367)e2
+ (e124 − e456 + e478 − e157 − e168 + e258 − e267)e3
+ (−e123 + e356 − e378 − e257 − e268 − e158 + e167)e4
+ (e126 − e346 + e137 + e247 + e148 − e238 + e678)e5
+ (−e125 + e345 + e138 + e248 − e147 + e237 − e578)e6
+ (−e128 + e348 − e135 − e245 + e146 − e236 + e568)e7
+ (e127 − e347 − e136 − e246 − e145 + e235 − e567)e8.
Since Ψ is self-dual, L-submanifolds are not in the complement space of Cayley
submanifolds (unlike their G2 counterparts Harvey-Lawson submanifolds). How-
ever, similar to Harvey-Lawson manifolds, we can use a vector-valued form to define
them.
There is a natural vector bundle V on a Spin(7) manifold given by V = E×ρR
7,
where E is the principal coframe bundle on N and ρ is the representation of Spin(7)
on R7 induced from the standard representation of SO(7) on R7. Further, we can
define a V -valued 4-form η that vanishes identically on the Cayley submanifolds of
N . As shown in [10], this form, η, can be locally given by the components
(−e1567 − e1347 − e1246 + e1235 + e2348 + e2568 + e3578 − e4678),
(−e2567 − e2347 + e1236 + e1245 − e1348 − e1568 + e4578 + e3678),
(−e3567 + e1237 + e2346 + e1345 + e1248 − e4568 − e1578 − e2678),
(−e4567 + e1247 − e1346 + e2345 − e1238 + e3568 − e2578 + e1678),
(−e3457 + e1257 − e2456 − e1356 + e1268 − e3468 + e1378 + e2478),
(−e3467 + e1267 − e2356 + e1456 − e1258 + e3458 − e1478 + e2378),
(e2467 + e1367 − e2357 + e1457 − e1358 − e2458 + e1468 − e2368).
One can check that a four-dimensional manifold is an L-submanifold if and only if
〈η|L, η|L〉 = 1.
Note that this is equivalent to the Cayley inequality as given in [9]:
Ψ(u, v, w, z)2 + |η(u× v × w × z)|2 = |u ∧ v ∧ w ∧ z|2.
We now describe the normal bundle of an L-submanifold inside the Spin(7)
manifold N . Recall that an orthonormal 4-frame field < u, v, w, u × v × w > on
(N,Ψ) is called a Cayley-frame field. Again, we assume there exists a nonvanishing
3-frame field Λ =< u, v, w > on N .
Given such a 3-plane field u, v, w, we define Ruvw to be the vector field given by
the triple cross product
Ruvw = τ(u, v, w) = u× v × w.
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Lemma 2.7. The following properties hold:
(a) If E =< u, v, w, z > is an L-plane field, then
V =< Ruvw, Ruvz , Ruwz, Rvwz >
is also an L-plane field.
(b) E ⊥ V.
(c) {u, v, w, z, Ruvw, Ruvz , Ruwz, Rvwz} is an orthonormal frame field on N .
In particular we can express Ψ as
Ψ = u ∧ v ∧ w ∧ (u× v × w)
+[u ∧ v − w ∧ (u× v × w)] ∧ [z ∧ (u× v × z)− (u× w × z) ∧ (v × w × z)]
+[u ∧ w + v ∧ (u× v × w)] ∧ [z ∧ (u× w × z) + (u× v × z) ∧ (v × w × z)]
+[u ∧ (u× v × w) − v ∧ w] ∧ [z ∧ (v ∧ w ∧ z)− (u ∧ v ∧ z) ∧ (u ∧ w ∧ z)]
+z ∧ (u ∧ v ∧ z) ∧ (u ∧ w ∧ z) ∧ (v ∧ w ∧ z).
Rewriting this form in terms of our vector fields, we have
Ψ = u ∧ v ∧ w ∧Ruvw
+[u ∧ v − w ∧Ruvw] ∧ [z ∧Ruvz −Ruwz ∧Rvwz]
+[u ∧w + v ∧Ruvw] ∧ [z ∧Ruwz +Ruvz ∧Rvwz]
+[u ∧Ruvw − v ∧ w] ∧ [z ∧Rvwz −Ruvz ∧Ruwz]
+z ∧Ruvz ∧Ruwz ∧Rvwz.
Since
〈τ(u, v, w), z〉 = Ψ(u, v, w, z) = 〈u × v × w, z〉 = 0
for an L-submanifold, there exists an isomorphism between the tangent bundle
T (L) of an L-submanifold and its normal bundle N(L), where N(L) is generated
by vector fields Ruvw , Ruvz, Ruwz, and Rvwz. The vector-valued 3-form τ induces
this isomorphism.
Following [8], we now discuss deformations of L-submanifolds in a Spin(7) man-
ifold.
Theorem 2.8. The space of infinitesimal deformations of a smooth, compact, ori-
entable 4-dimensional L-submanifold of a Spin(7) manifold N within the class of
L-submanifolds is infinite-dimensional. Further, the deformation space can be iden-
tified with the space of closed 3-forms on L.
Proof. The deformation map, F , for a small vector field V is defined from the space
of sections of the normal bundle, Γ(N(L)), to the space of differential 3-forms,
Λ3T ∗(L), such that
F : Γ(N(L))→ Λ3T ∗(L),
F (V ) = ((expV )
∗(Ψ|LV )).
Further, the map F is the restriction of Ψ to LV and then pulled back to L via
(expV )
∗, where expV is the normal exponential map that takes L diffeomorphically
onto its image LV in a neighborhood around 0.
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We can naturally identify normal vector fields to L with differential 3-forms on
L. Further, since L is compact, these normal vector fields can be identified with
nearby submanifolds. Thus, the kernel of F corresponds to deformations of L.
The linearization of F at (0) is given by
dF (0) : Γ(N(L))→ Λ3T ∗(L)
where
dF (0)(V ) =
∂
∂t
F (tV )|t=0 =
∂
∂t
[exp∗tV (Ψ)]
=[LV (Ψ)|L].
Further, by Cartan’s formula, we have
dF (0)(V ) = ((iV dΨ+ d(iVΨ))|L
= d(iVΨ)|L = (d ⋆ v),
where iV represents the interior derivative, v is the dual 3-form to the vector field
V with respect to the induced metric, and ⋆v is the Hodge dual of v on L. Hence
dF (0)(V ) = (d ⋆ v) = (d∗v).
We can now identify the space of nontrivial deformations of L-submanifolds with
closed 3-forms on L.

Remark 2.9. Recall that for a Lagrangian submanifold S of (N2n, ω), there exists
an almost complex structure J on N such that J maps vectors on S to vectors
orthogonal to S. In other words,
〈Ju, v〉 = 0
for all u, v ∈ TS. As a final remark, we note that we can construct analogous struc-
tures for Harvey-Lawson and RS submanifolds (as submanifolds of a G2 manifold)
and L-submanifolds (as submanifolds of a Spin(7) manifold).
Given a Harvey-Lawson submanifold HL of a G2 manifold (M,ϕ), we can show
that the cross product × acts as this almost complex structure on M . Further,
given an RS-submanifold of M , the vector-valued 3-form χ, given by χ(u, v, w) =
−u × (v × w) assumes this role, taking tangent vectors on the RS submanifold to
normal vectors. Finally, given an L-submanifolds of a Spin(7) manifold (N,Ψ),
the vector-valued 3-form τ takes tangent vectors on the L-submanifold to normal
vectors and thus acts as an almost complex structure in this case.
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